A BLENDED LANGUAGE LEARNING SYSTEM THAT COMPREHENSIVELY
DEVELOPS LANGUAGE COMPETENCIES AND 21st CENTURY SKILLS.
HOLISTIC

Filipino learners of English face tough
challenges in learning the language.
Current teaching approaches and
methods can be boring for 21st
century learners.
This is where EnglishTek can help.
EnglishTek combines tried and
tested
methods
with
current
teaching practices and technological
advancements, delivering the best of
theory and practice to the learners.
EnglishTek is a structured program
based on a spiral curriculum. It is
designed to increase in complexity
and depth as learners go up a grade
level, specifically facilitating and
challenging learners’ mastery of
the language competencies. The
competencies, as well as the book’s
scope and sequence, are all aligned
with the new K-12 standards by the
Dep-Ed.

DID YOU KNOW?

- aligned with K-12 requirements
- based on a spiral curriculum
- develops language macro skills

AUTHENTIC

INTERACTIVE

- has communicative themes
- rooted in the Filipino context
- uses authentic texts

- has fun class activities
-includes challenging games
-involves online components

These three core features of the EnglishTek program ensures that
learning is comprehensive, relevant, and engaging.
ENGLISHTEK ENERGIZES ENGLISH LEARNING THROUGH ENGAGED
LEARNERS AND INSPIRED TEACHERS!

HOW DOES ENGLISHTEK BUILD
LANGUAGE COMPETENCIES?
CLT
The structural approach is still a popular
approach to language teaching in the
Philippines. This approach focuses on
grammar and correctness which may
overlook the social and communicative
aspect of language. Communicative
Language Teaching or CLT is an
approach that develops communicative
competence - the ability to use
language.

BLENDED LEARNING
EnglishTek encourages the LEARNING
OF LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT. Its
lessons are anchored in the Filipino
experience, and it also PROMOTES
FILIPINO VALUES. All these make
learning a relevant and real
experience for the students.

In today’s fast-paced world, teachers
often struggle to keep students
engaged inside the classroom thus
requiring the use of various materials
and techniques to develop target
competencies.

THE GOAL
EnglishTek aims
to
produce
effective
communicators
who can understand and
produce meaningful discourse, all
the while enjoying rich and vibrant
learning experiences.

THE WAY
Through communicative themes and
highly engaging activities, EnglishTek
provides students with good models
for language learning. EnglishTek is
also developmentally appropriate and
age-appropriate, ensuring that the
DepEd requirements for each grade
level are met.

K-6

EnglishTek’s apprroach to language learning is holistic. Each lesson
has specific sections devoted to teaching and honing the five macro
skills - reading, speaking, listening, writing, and viewing. This way, no
particular skill gets left behind.

THE PACKAGE
WORKTEXTS

Reading Volume and Language
Volume

TEACHER’S RESOURCES

Access to lesson plans, activity
catalog, and teacher training

ONLINE INTERACTIVE GAMES
VIRTUAL DIALOG
COMPETENCIES ADRESSED
BY THE K-6 SERIES

Each lesson is introduced by LESSON OUTLINES AND TARGETS. These guide
the students regarding their learning process. To provide mental break, there
is a FUN FACTS section in each lesson. These fun facts help students find the
fun in learning! Another way students can have fun is by using their viewing
skills in the SNAPSHOT provided in each lesson. Lastly, the lesson ends with
a WRITING ACTIVITY that wraps up all the student’s learning.

Grammar, syntax and
vocabulary
Communicating beyond the
sentence
Understanding social
settings
Initiating and engaging in
conversations
Applying communication
strategies
Using language for different
purposes

DID YOU KNOW?
EnglishTek lessons are arranged
thematically.
The lessons are grouped into units
that evolve according to the learner’s
expanding horizons. This means
that themes nearer to the learner’s
experiences are tackled first before
moving on to broader experiences.
Themes about the self and the home
come before themes that explore the
community, country, and the world.
This is one way to make sure that new
concepts can be integrated with old
concepts already learned.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. WHY ARE THERE TWO VOLUMES IN GRADES 1-6?
EnglishTek endeavors to bridge the language domains together. A lesson in the
Reading volume is tied together to the lesson in the Language volume by the
communicative theme.

2. WHAT IF WE ONLY HAVE ONE BOOK? FOR EXAMPLE, WHAT IF WE
ONLY HAVE THE LANGUAGE VOLUME? WHAT IF WE ONLY HAVE THE
READING VOLUME?
We made sure that the volumes are integrated but each volume can stand alone.
Both volumes are complete with necessary activities that make Reading and
Language fun subjects.

3. WHAT IF THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE TEACHERS FOR READING AND
LANGAUAGE IN OUR SCHOOL?
For those implementing the program as separate subjects, the volumes provide a
clear segmentation between the lessons so that the language teacher can move
on a topic without waiting for the reading teacher to finish the other. For those
implementing English as an integrated subject, teachers only need to progress from
the Reading to the Language volume.

In this series, EnglishTek continues to use the Communicative
Approach, giving the students more occasions of using the target
language. And as EnglishTek adapts to the learning styles of this
technologically-driven generation, the principles of Blended Learning
continue to influence how lessons are constructed.

7-10
THE PACKAGE

ENGLISHTEK TARGETS COMPETENCIES DEFINED BY THE
DepEd LIST OF LITERACY DOMAINS

Oral
Language

Grammar

Vocabulary
Develpement

Listening
Comprehension

WORKTEXTS
One integrated volume

TEACHER’S RESOURCES

Access to lesson plans, activity
catalog, and teacher training

ONLINE INTERACTIVE GAMES
Reading
Comprehension

Fluency

Writing /
Composition

Spelling

VIRTUAL DIALOG
COMPETENCIES ADRESSED
BY THE 7-10 SERIES

Attitude towards
Language, Literature
and Literacy

Study Skills

EnglishTek also helps students form their own study habits. By
providing graphic organizers for each lesson, learners will be
able to organize their ideas more clearly. This innovation is in
accordance with the above domains set by DepEd.
THE VISION
With this series, EnglishTek envisions to produce
GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE LEARNERS WHO CAN
THINK CRITICALLY AND CREATIVELY, and can
participate in the production of meaningful
discourse.

Focus on literature

Use of the Directed
Reading Activity
Emphasis on the
Reading-Writing
Connection
Marginal illustrations
to facilitate vocabulary
building
Introduction of sample
essays that provide
students with models of
good writing
Exposure to various
media
DID YOU KNOW?

THE LITERARY SELECTIONS IN THIS SERIES ARE INTRODUCED
BY AN ART WORK.
Students nowadays are highly visual learners. To address that specific
learning technique, illustrations are used to prepare the students
for the text they will be reading. There are motive and motivation
questions that relate the visual piece to the literary piece. The
illustration beside this bar is actually found on Grade 8!

